CALL OF THE SENATE

Mr. Lewis imposed a call of the Senate for the proceedings on H. F. No. 3. The following Senators answered to their names:

Anderson Gearty Lessard Penny Sillers
Ashbach Gunderson Lewis Peterson Spear
Bang Hanson Luther Pillsbury Staples
Benedict Hughes McCutcheon Purfeerst Stokowski
Bernhagen Humphrey Menning Renneke Strand
Chenoweth Jensen Merriam Rued Stumpf
Chmielewski Keefe, J. Moe Schaaf Tennessen
Davies Keefe, S. Nelson Schmitz Ueland, A.
Dieterich Kirchner Nichols Schrom Ulland, J.
Dunn Kleinbaum Ogdahl Setzepfandt Vega
Engler Knaak Olhoff Sieloff Wegener
Frederick Knutson Olson Sikorski Willet

The Sergeant at Arms was instructed to bring in the absent members.

Mr. Jensen moved that H. F. No. 3 be laid on the table.

The question was taken on the adoption of the motion.

The roll was called, and there were yeas 23 and nays 44, as follows:

Those who voted in the affirmative were:

Ashbach Engler Lessard Renneke Ulland, J.
Bernhagen Jensen Menning Rued Wegener
Brataas Keefe, J. Olson Schrom Willet
Chmielewski Knaak Penny Sieloff
Dunn Knutson Pillsbury Ueland, A.

Those who voted in the negative were:

Anderson Gunderson Laufenburger Olhoff Solon
Bang Hanson Lewis Perpich Spear
Benedict Hughes Luther Peterson Staples
Chenoweth Humphrey McCutcheon Purfeerst Stokowski
Coleman Johnson Merriam Schaaf Strand
Davies Keefe, S. Moe Schmitz Stumpf
Dieterich Kirchner Nelson Setzepfandt Tennessen
Frederick Kleinbaum Nichols Sikorski Vega
Gearty Knoll Ogdahl Sillers

The motion did not prevail.

Mr. Frederick moved to amend H. F. No. 3 as follows:

Page 2, after line 10 insert:

"BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that if the Congress of the United States shall at any time extend the deadline for ratification of this amendment by the legislatures of three-fourths of the several states beyond seven years, then in that event this ratification shall be void and withdrawn."

The motion did not prevail. So the amendment was not adopted.

H. F. No. 3 was read the third time and placed on its final passage.

The question was taken on the passage of the bill.